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'■ * /Anyi hing that pertains to the history of the Jackson circuit being reliable should be struck.
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Pag«p 1 Paragraph 2 from Moreover to He did not.

ThiSjproves nothing to the REAL history of the Alluminum lines that were buried in the 1970’s 

Page 1 Paragraph from Third, there to May 32017

The Mcture that Everyone has had since 2017 of their test meter hooked up outside my house, 
proves unreasonable amounts of voltage entering my home.

Page 3 Paragraph 3 “They also replaced the domelid”

This shows that their records are not always right. The Troubleshooter that first came out on May 
3”’*^ 2017 replaced it while he was there, not the guys who did the splice fix later.

Page 6 Paragraph 2 from But further to Fails

Ohio' Edisons witness states if the lines were not buried correctly problems would have happened 
with;'n the first few years. The history Ohio Edison goes off of is the 7 year span from the day I 
mov«3d in to the day of the failure. They would not provide anything through discovery before 
that, ‘so they should not speak of history when in fact, there could have been issues in the 70’s, 
80’s, 90’s or even the early 2000’s.

Page 8 Paragraph 2 from His opinion to Google searches

Ohio Edison did not ask what I have done for work. My opinion is from taking a 2 year technical 
course in residential and industrial electricity, working at six flags as a maintenance electrician, 
and as a maintenance man for a retirement village for 5 years and a factory for 7+ years. My 
opin; on doesn’t strickly coine from Google searches that took me to companies websites like 
Entergy, Prysmian, and the Georgia Tech Study.

Page 10 Paragraph 1 The history of the Jackson circuit also shows that it was (and still is) a 
reliable circuit.

Again, they never give the history of the circuit even though I had asked! They only give a time 

frame!

Page 11 Paragraph 2

Again with the History. In the 7 year tidbit of the life of the circuit, it had been on their 8% worst 
preforming circuits. Ohio Edison did nothing to prove historically the circuit has been reliable.

Page 15 Paragraphs 2 and 3

I took the surge protectors to my deposistion and showed them to them. There are damages and 
yes the full replacement for the refrigerator and frezzer are on the list because a brown out( low 
voltages) reduces the life cf compressors, plus other items on these appliances were affected. I



am not a lawyer, I didn’t know that stuff I had giving in discovery or at dispositions were not 
evidence. I didn’t know I would have to have an author say, yes I wrote this. I didn’t know that I 
had to get confirmation from a company about their webpage to make it legit. This should not 
make these not true! There is plenty of evidence and I would hate for someone to get hurt 
because someone that is not a lawyer and can’t afford to foot the bill for every one is trying to do 
the right thing. The only insurance company that should have to pay for Ohio Edison using old 
Aluminum lines is Ohio Edisons, not all of their customers!

Best regards, 
Matt Kubitza


